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Overview

�Need for Qualified Teachers

�Problem: “Baby Boomer” teachers retiring

�Teacher shortage rising in California�Teacher shortage rising in California

� Influx of “pre-service teachers known as interns

�Question: Do new regulations, spearheading 

new organizations to support novice teachers, 

lead to the best education possible for PK

students?
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Professional Development

� University Support Providers are willing to continue ongoing professional 

development

� 1) Mentoring Matters: otherwise known as “cognitive coaching” to 

support the novice/pre-service teacher

� 2) Continued training in writing specific and beneficial observation 

notes

� 3) Positive Outlook:

�a) Have a forgiving view of events and people. Accept the fact we 

live in an imperfect world.

�B) Have an optimistic view of the world. Believe that most people 

are doing the best they can.
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